
 
 

Public Workshop #5 
Tuesday, September 27, 2016 | First Presbyterian Church 

 
Meeting Summary 

 
Approximately 100 citizens attended and participated in the Envision Shooks Run Public Workshop #5 
September 27 held at First Presbyterian Church.  The project team presented a detailed overview of the 
process to date and details of the draft Facilities Master Plan, a document anticipated to be released for public 
review in November 2016 defining how best to compliment the corridor vision with specific alternatives.  
 
Following the presentation of the draft Facilities Master Plan an open forum session included the following 
input and questions (the answers, if provided during the meeting are included):  
 
--Make sure the project is American’s With Disabilities (ADA) compliant. The city is trying to upgrade older 
roads that were not built that way originally. 
--Can upper level water be detained versus building a larger bridge? Upstream detention does not necessarily 
change the size of the bridge needed. 
--Can trash bags be provided to enable us haul the garage out of South Shooks Run.  
--Grading on the east or west is an issue for flood mitigation. Will there be any priority to when the work is 
done? Yes, age and safety will be considered when determining which projects to do first. 
--Consider the historical elements of the neighborhood: Shooks brothers, Wes Wallace, Rock Island Railroad, 
etc. 
--Skunks in the area that are causing concerns.  
--Is the plan 100% set? Some is set, some is still optional, and this is a visionary document. There will be an 
update to plan on a 10-year basis. 
--The Railroad crossing at Royer is not safe. The plan is to bring the trail underneath the railroad with the 
assistance of other agencies (TOSC, Greenway Fund, etc.).  
--Will properties need to be acquisitioned for this project? Some properties will be needed to accomplish the 
direction the community has gone with this transformation plan, but we will try to minimize that. 
Approximately 40% of the Shooks Run channel is privately owned.  So there is also a question that needs to be 
resolved concerning the approach for improving those parts of the corridor.  They could remain private or 
could be transitioned to the City.   
--Shooks Run / Franks Park – the homeless effects the water quality. 
 
Additional public comments were discussed a during tabletop discussion and included: 
 
--Some properties are owned privately (they own it and are responsible to maintain it). The City owns some 
properties, some are owned by the School District and developers may help with other areas. All of those 
make a difference in how each of the various properties will be considered within the plan. 
--Flooding in the south area and flooding of neighborhoods east side of Shooks Run. The initial action will be to 
slow the flow to cut back on erosion. 



--Concerns included: any potential property acquisition, the homeless, traffic on East Bijou, security, how long 
it will take for grade separation, width of the trail through patty Jewett Golf course, skunks in the area 
--Investigate double gate fencing on John “Prairie Dog” O'Byme Park 
--Traffic along Pikes Peak and Colorado is not very bike friendly 
--Suggestion of a bridge to connect to East Cucharras. 
--Is the existing program area north of Shooks Run an interactive area? 
--Is a detention pond being considered for flooding? 
--Graphics need to be revised on the residential greenway, consolidated campus option #2 with relocated 
sports fields. 
--Use Legacy Loop and Shooks Run for the various running events versus the city streets 
--Traffic on East Kiowa is bad, don’t need more 
--Designate an e/w corridor to avoid bottlenecks 
--For more connectivity, don’t take away East Bijou Street 
--More waterways may result in more transients. Opening up Frank Waters Park it will attract more homeless. 
--Emergency access at Corona and Bijou 
--Palmer High School culvert: replace, reorganize the fields and open up the channel 
--Ultimately the bike path under the bridge at Las Vegas will happen 
--What is the green space at South Nevada and Fountain Creek? Currently private property 
--How often do you have flooding on East Las Vegas Street? Maybe once a year. 
--Cucharras: Why the bridge? Traffic and community. Pikes Peak and Costilla have adequate traffic. 
--Dog park accessibility by Fountain 
--The railroad is currently investing in the Fountain to Cimarron stretch 
--Palmer High School needs signs in zones 
--Pikes Peak with protected bike lane is ongoing, need to show it on the Facilities Master Plan 
 
Summary of the Individual Response Form Comments: 

 
1. Do you have any comments about the greenway concept, as expressed in the Facilities Master Plan 

presented during tonight’s meeting, of installing a grade-separated trail along the length of Shooks 
Run? 

• Greenway holds water in an area. What about mosquitoes hatching from there? Hornets and 
wasps are also attracted to water. 

• It’s a wonderful, far-sighted goal. 
• Generally I love the idea, however, I am concerned that slower pedestrians won’t somehow 

separate my quick pace. Please be sure the trail is wide enough to pass. 
• Great idea, when will it be competed for use? 
• This would be wonderful. 
• Good planning and public input. 
• Great idea. 
• Great plan for underutilized, somewhat neglected areas. 
• I think it is a great plan, but I agree with comments that we can’t draw people to the park with 

the current status of homeless camps. I have witnessed drug activity, trash and aggressive 
interaction with in these. 

• Keep the trail close to the creek, grade separation could drive up costs and do nothing to 
discourage camping. Grade separating from streets is a good idea, so long as cost doesn’t 
further delay. 

• Good idea, but unclear to me how it will look. 
• The plan is long term, but I’d like to address erosion as soon as possible in residential areas. 



• It’s great, but please don’t waste money. Let’s start now, not 30 – 50 years from now. By then, 
all who participated will be gone. Soap is cheap; let’s just start cleaning up.  

 
2. Do you have any comments about other concepts for trail connections and different types of trails, 

as expressed in the Facilities Master Plan during the meeting tonight? 
• Love the proposed new bike/pedestrian crossings between downtown Pikes Peak and 

Cucharras. It will make it easier and safer to get from our neighborhood to the Pioneer Museum 
area and the farmer’s market. 

• Excited about Legacy Loop. 
• Legacy Loop is a much-needed trail away from traffic. Currently not safe / useable. 
• Looks excellent. 
• Looks great. 
• Looks like a good flow. 
• Why not save money by building on our existing facilities that are already in place? 
• In my neighborhood, Arcadia / Cache la Poudre, many dead ends to the creek could be 

trailheads. 
• Enough concrete. Either keep as is or bring back natural environment. Keep it simple.  

 
3. Do you have any comments about how the Facilities Master Plan presented during tonight’s meeting 

has addressed planning for transportation and streets? 
• Thank you for amending the plan. 
• Not covered in meaningful detail. 
• I love the idea of being able to ride the whole Legacy Loop (and beyond!) without having to 

stop while crossing the motorized streets. 
• Not that much was said about transportation and streets. 
• Didn’t see enough information. 
• The East Cucharras Bridge is unneeded. A bike and pedestrian bridge would be better. 
• Need more information to make a comment. 
• Having a business by Frank Waters Park, transportation is an important focus as these changes 

occur. 
• I would encourage pedestrian connections at Las Vegas, Costilla, Pikes Peak, etc. Extending to 

small neighborhood streets seems like a bad idea. 
• Partly unclear, but planning is good. 
• Before putting more noise in the environment, consider busses (i.e., on Platte or already noisy 

pathways). 
 

4. After tonight’s presentation and any of the previous workshops you have attended, do you think 
there is anything missing from the Facilities Master Plan? If yes, what do you think is missing? 

• The homeless need something. Skunks are numerous. 
• The audience has several questions about homeless occupation. Unfortunately, this 

improvement will likely increase the problem. 
• Security and crime mitigation would be a must for homeless camping and sexual predators to 

migrate and a nightmare to control gun incidents. 
• Please be sure that the lighting is adequate on all trails. 
• Dog Park. 
• Dealing with homeless, even with plans for day center and overnight accommodations. Also, 

how to deal with invasive species of trees and other vegetation. 



• I’m assuming it will all be there. I didn’t see much on streets or flood control. 
• What about urban gardens, a dog park or steps to the creek like in Golden? Plan for a sledding 

area, fountains and recirculating water. The kids will be there and now they practically run into 
the creek. 

• Why not construct and upstream detention to reduce conveyance / bridge sizing needs? This 
could reduce implementation costs and augment flood protection. 

• Homeless people seem to gravitate to the loveliest parts of the area – bad problem! 
• Water pollution, environmental pollution from pesticides being used, such as on the golf 

course. Enough poison. The City is already stinking from pollution.  Noise from cars is 
unbearable. 

 
5. Please share with us any thoughts, feedback or concerns you have about the project overall. 

• Bridge projects may disturb foundations of older homes. Are home going to be bought by the 
City? 

• We aren’t sold on closing E. Bijou at the creek. Potential problem with business interference 
and making it overly secluded, inviting vagrancy. 

• Excellent flexibility will make it a “living plan.” Prepares the City for future opportunities that 
may arise at anytime. 

• This was my first meeting and I am relatively new to this part of town, but I appreciate how the 
community is engaged and feedback is asked for. As I learn more about the whole project, I will 
likely have more comments. 

• I think improving the Urban Canyon and Urban Waterway could bring more business and 
people downtown. I am concerned about the homeless making a mess in the improvements. 

• A dozen or so years ago the City developed a plan to control flooding. That plan did not include 
any provisions for natural appearance or recreations. This is a marked improvement over that. 
Very thorough planning. 

• I would like to see more volunteer activities to shorten the time frame. 
• So far, so good. I’m excited to see the plans in action. Any way to speed it up? 
• Urban Canyon has a great many homeless people camping there – safety is an issue. 
• I had to leave early so this is may have been covered, but are the series of maps on the tables 

available online? I would be very interested in that. 
• Need to sell some municipal bonds (tax-free) or a taxpayer-supported bond to speed up the 

program to 25-30 years versus 50! 
• Water quality concern, homeless – like the priority to connect Legacy Loop. Skunks are a 

problem. Don’t let retail take over. 
• This problem is probably more for Council and Police, but a couple questions tonight related to 

homeless problems. It’s relevant to the FMP that that population will trash any improvements. 
• I wish it could happen sooner then 30-50 years, especially the Legacy Loop portion. 
• Timeframe seems very long. 
• The vast amount of trash particularly in South Shooks Run, created by the homeless campers 

requires immediate attention. While the plan and vision for Shooks Run 4-mile long corridor is 
impressive – to hear that is will take 30-50 years to reach fruitation is very disappointing. The 
project implementation is urgent. Having a trashed out stream reach to this level is incredibly 
disturbing and likely a CWA violation. Leaders should seek funding for faster implementation. 
Please adopt City Council and find a way to fund this project’s numerous beneficial elements at 
the earliest opportunity. 



• The Urban Canyon and Confluence sections are my highest priority because I ride from Hillside 
neighborhood to Cheyenne Mt. High School daily and Las Vegas St. is scary to ride. Please 
connect the south side to Tejon as soon as possible. 


